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Deficiencies in the transfer and availability of clinical trials evidence: a survey of existing systems and standards. Gert van Valkenhoef, Tommi Tervonen, Bert de Brock and Hans Hillege.

Despite having done a good job with shortening and narrowing the scope of their paper (I am happy with the choices they made about what to keep and what not to keep), the authors still fail to provide a clear and logically structured text. As pointed out before, this is my subjective assessment and may be due to deficiencies on my side. But there is nothing I can do about that.

My main problem, which I find very frustrating, is that I fail to grasp the logic that motivated the study. I believe an important reason for my confusion and frustration is the following:

I don’t understand whether the authors are motivated by a) the need for making it easier and faster to conduct systematic reviews, or b) the need for policy makers to have access to individual trial data. In one sense this may be the same thing, i.e. you need study-data to conduct a systematic review, of course. But it is conceptually completely different to think of systematic reviews as simply a source of study-data (which seems to be the authors’ view on systematic reviews, at least in several passages) or as a means for getting the full picture of the best and most relevant available evidence (which I see as the main reason why systematic reviews are important for decision makers).

One interpretation I have of what motivated the current study is this:
1. Systematic review of relevant research findings is needed for evidence informed policy decisions
2. It takes too much time to prepare a new systematic for an issue at hand, and an important reason for this is the difficulty of retrieving findings from all relevant studies
3. If trial information (design, inclusion criteria, intervention-description, study population characteristics, results etc.) were readily available, this would speed up the systematic review process
4. In order to assess the potential for making trial findings more readily available, the authors have gathered information of the systems currently in place where trial-data can be retrieved.

The last para of the Introduction seems to communicate along these lines. However, the abstract and the remainder of the document seem to focus more on the need for access to clinical data and systematic reviews as one of several possible sources of that (e.g. the “Background” in the abstract does not even mention systematic reviews).

If the interpretation above is correct, please structure the text accordingly. And please simplify wherever possible. Anything not directly relevant and/or important should be taken out, since the main problem with this text (for me) is to understand it. Added points or arguments without direct relevance add nothing but confusion, in my view.

I would also like to add: If my interpretation is correct, I think this is an important and interesting topic, and therefore suggest that the authors make the effort needed to making the text publishable. In my view, serious editing is needed to achieve that.

I am reluctant to providing a comprehensive list of comments since there is a real risk that I have misunderstood the authors’ objectives, in which case the remainder of the review will be a waste of time. However, in an attempt to be as constructive as possible I will provide some more specific comments on the first main parts of the manuscript (i.e not on the Discussion):

Abstract:
I suggest complete re-write after finalizing suggested revision of main manuscript.

Introduction:
I suggest full re-write of the Introduction, e.g. by using the four points I prepared above, and expanding on them (see also comment below on placement of section on Systematic reviews).

The para about non-inferiority is not needed to motivate the study and can be deleted (serves mainly as source of confusion).

Methods:
Although it is fine in principle to adhere to the PRISMA-setup, it comes across as confusing here (and I am not sure how applicable it is). The first sentence in the Methods is utterly confusing: The authors have been writing about systematic reviews in the preceding paragraphs in the Introduction, and now they are – suddenly, out of the blue – referring to their own study as a systematic review. I don’t think many readers will “get” this.
“Aggregate level” – I don’t understand why sources of individual patient data are not of interest. Also need to specify what is meant by “aggregate level”.

“The aim of this paper…” belongs in the Intro (by convention). The remainder of this para illustrates the constraints the authors are facing by adhering to the PRISMA-setup in their reporting: It makes absolutely no sense to argue why their findings, in this case, are summarized qualitatively (as opposed to in a meta-analysis).

The last para (“As with any review paper…”) belongs in the Discussion (by convention).

Results:

ALLHAT-trial is one, but not necessarily the best example (and “on the prevention of heart failure” is not an accurate description of that study). I don’t think you need to present an example (my suggested rule of thumb is to try and keep it simple), but if you insist, perhaps the LIFE-study (“Losartan Intervention For Endpoint Reduction in Hypertension Study”) is an even better example – 100+ publications at the moment (and no results reported in clinicaltrials.gov…)

I find the second half of the first para badly worded and not very clear. The essence of the para can be made in a sentence or two (e.g. “In addition to the difficulties with identifying clinical trial reports in the scientific literature, the published reports may suffer from several deficiencies, such as….”)

“The registration of clinical trials is now a well-established practice and has become a key tool in addressing some of Evidence-Based-Medicine (EBM)’s challenges [31]” – is an example of a redundant remark, and an annoying one since the authors seem to expect the reader to look up reference 31 to understand what they are talking about. This is an example of unnecessary text that has no additional value, and adds to the confusion.

The “Systematic review”-section is problematic, conceptually. It makes sense if the objective is to look for sources of trial-data, but not if the objective is to find sources of trial data that can speed up the conduct of systematic reviews. At least not in the way this section is presented now. Again: the authors need to think about and communicate more clear what they are trying to do. My suggestion, in light of my 4-point interpretation of the motivation behind the study (above) is to compress this section to one fifth of its current length, or so, and include in the Background section. I realize that a case can be made for using existing systematic reviews as a source of clinical trial data for new systematic reviews, but it is not clear that this is what the authors have in mind. Anyway, the broad and lengthy general description of systematic reviews seems totally misplaces under “Results”.

Under “Standards and data models”: “…their various standards to a shared view of semantics of the domain of protocol-drives research and its associated regulatory artifacts [67]”. I don’t have the faintest idea what you are talking about,
and I refuse to have to look up references 67 to make sense of your text.

Conclusion: A major revision of the text is needed to make this a worthwhile read - but the needed revision only involves editing, i.e. improving the presentation (I do not expect additional analytical work). Thus, this should be doable with a few days of work. I would also suggest asking a colleague or two to read through before submitting again - and ask specifically for feedback about clarity and readability.
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